REPORT OF TELEPHONE CALL OR VISITOR

INCOMING CALL

VISITOR

OUTGOING CALL

CONGRESSIONAL

DATE 6/23/75 Mon.

TIME OF CALL 2:10 P.M.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF CALLER OR VISITOR

Mr. W. Davis
Anchem Products, Inc.

PHONE NO. (Include Area Code or ID No.)

REGISTRATION, ID NO. OR FILE SYMBOL

DATE OF LATEST SUBMISSION

BRIEF SUMMARY OF CONVERSATION

Chemical: Naphthaleneacetamid (NAD)

Q - Will environmental chemistry data be needed if dosage is as low that one cannot determine the chemical in the use inc 1 time use on stripmine area per reading

ACTION TAKEN OR RECOMMENDED

A - More than likely not based on

1. Use (1 time deal)
2. Use at 0.06% NAD/A = 100 ppm/kg
   at 25 gal/A which is 0.016 NAD/A

It was suggested that Anchem submit
and ask for waiver of data when
we would review this aspect.

If I think we can waive data discussion
on this, but will have talking it
after the request from Anchem

BEST AVAILABLE COPY

RECORDED BY (Name)

Donald E. Ney

REFERRED TO (Name)
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